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OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS

 בנינו ובנותינו 

This entire Project is dedicated to three sons and their families and their extended families and their People and to All Sons 

and Daughters and Families who ever face similar dangers.  To Eyal, Naftali and Gilad.  Honors and blessings to you, for you 

be Heroes.

Eyal Yifrach, Naftali Frankel, and Gilad Shaar. 

They were buried today, 1.July.2014, in Israel, where they had grown up and lived until being murdered by death-lovers and 

death-wishers enslaved by Evil.

 Yehei shmëh rabba mevarakh lealam ulalmey almaya, "May His great) יְהֵא שְׁמֵּה ַרבָּא מְבַָרךְ לְעָלַם וּלְעָלְמֵי עָלְמַיָּא 

name be blessed for ever, and to all eternity").

Let this be spoken and chanted and sung not only in times of departure, sorrow, and remembrance of those who have 

crossed the threshold from this life into beyond, but let this be a statement of praise for the greatness, the blessedness, the 

constancy, the eternality, the whole-ness and holi-ness of the Almighty.

Here is what one Network of People, and one Network of Capital, is Doing.  Today.  And Not Stopping, until This Gift is in the 

hands of all who wish to have it.

No marble or basalt statues or monuments.  Others may make such things or other works of great beauty and wonder, and 

bless them to be successful in whatever form of memorial and remembrance they choose to create.  I myself have walked in 

and around far too many monuments, statues, plaques, pillars, museums, and other fine and important creations to keep 

alive our memories and to teach, to educate, to cultivate, to enlighten, and to warn, and thus I need to do something that is 

within me and my abilities and my mission.  Thus I use the tools and materials of my crafts, my arts, my knowledge.

“I need to do something that burns in my soul like a fire, that is a fire, a core of hot glowing embers throwing off fierce sparks 

that demand release, that they may fly skyward, heavenward, and reach into the hearts, the eyes, the minds, the souls of 

men, women, children, and everyone, including the most cold and heartless, and Create A New Power by which from Evil will 

come forth Good.”

Martinus Faustus, @ 1572
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A New Power by which 

OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS

and indeed All Members of All Communities that Believe in Life, in the Power and Joy of Life and not in the Cold Terror of 

Death

May Be Safer, Stronger, and More Enabled and More Graced with

The Ability to Live a 

Normal

Happy

Simple 

LIFE

and to do things like 

Come Home Safely After School to their parents and brothers and sisters and neighbors
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Every child who attains to bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah will have the opportunity to receive a something that in the vernacular 

is known as a koin. 1  Gradually, this goes behind one faith, one culture, one People, but Every New and Powerful Thing Starts 

with One Idea, then one Form, one Manifestation, and

We Begin Here, and with One People and Nation 9but without closed doors, without limitations, not at all or to any) 

because of the Sacrifice in Hebron of not one, and not one where the knife was held back by the word of the Lord, but by

The Sacrifice of  Three Sons

Eyal, Naftali and Gilad

This koin is a physical and informational object. It is also part of a much bigger system, a network, that connects and can 

connect all koin-owners, koin-holders, koin-wearers, koin-carriers.  This is where things become very interesting, very 

intriguing, very powerful, very far-reaching in abilities to provide what People deserve and not only want but need, with 

something that looks as if it is just so simple and ordinary, and like that which is already all around us, and therein likes part 

of the special qualities of KOIN and the koins – being able to provide More with what seems like Less.

We have worked for more than a few decades on things that were once forced to be hidden, under wraps, behind locked 

doors.  Now things can be open, and the world around us has provided the means, along with our own hard work and brains, 

for doing things that are very simpler, inexpensive, virtually free, and extraordinarily reliable and powerful.

In these instances of gift-giving each such object is known as a koin of Gabriel because it has a special purpose, a special set of

functions, that relate to the spirit of justice, power, strength and the presence of something like a messenger coming from 

and with such qualities and powers.

This object, this artifact, this piece of personal and spiritual jewelry, is something that person and his or her family will want 

to keep and use probably forever.  It is something that will not only be of personal and familial value and use, but it can save 

lives, because of what such a koin and the network known as KOIN can provide in a variety of emergencies.  

If there is a family who seeks such a koin to present as a gift to a loved-one, either at such a ceremonious time or any other, to

any loved one whether child or sibling or parent or elder, and they find themselves to be of limited material means, then a 

proper koin of Gabriel shall be provided, by someone, through some channel.

The project, thus named, OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS, is a pro-bono, not-for-profit, non-commercial Project, a Programme. 

It has been created on this date, 1.July.2014, 3 Tammuz 5774, by an association of one private humanitarian foundation 

(Ecoaduna Foundation), and a group of private companies and individuals.  Its purpose is to make a Network of Safety and 

Security through Information, Communication, and Knowledge, available to everyone who wishes to stand up for Life and 

against the shards and shrouds of those who forego Life and Love and choose to wage fear, terror and death.

Such koins of Gabriel and other variants appropriate to many, indeed all cultures, faiths, and lifestyles the world over, will be 

made available for every child and adult who enjoys the celebrations of Life that we all know and cherish, such as Hanukkah, 

and indeed, thence, opening up literally the World, Christmas, Holi, Eid, and all other festivals.   There can and will be koins 

for all, for all traditions and holidays.  There is no exclusivity on Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.  There is no 

exclusivity on the desire to have a safe, secure, and happy life, and to know, for instance, that one's child is safely coming 

1  It is an object that is part of something called the Knowledge Object Intelligence Network. See http://koin.tdyn.org and 

http://tetradyn.com and contact for technical information, which is plentiful and abounding in vast quantities.
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home from school, and that one's wife or husband is safe in his or her travels, work, or leisure, or that one's parent is content 

and free out of harm's way to enjoy the repast and comfort of a long and happy life.

The koin of Gabriel is a physical artifact, a work of art, and also a work of science and technology.  It has digital components 

for information storage and for security.  It has capabilities for communication via a wide range of devices including nearby 

(close-range) smartphones, tablets, and other cellular, wireless and internet-capable devices, as well as more remote wireless

access devices and even satellite-based communications.  About its technology, its special micro- and nano-scalar materials, 

its electronics, its biometrics, its software logics – all of this is available to those with proper and legitimate and fair interests, 

through the technology inventors, designers, implementors and proprietors.  Here we speak of People and Family.

The koin of Gabriel  is an object of personal and family importance for the information it can contain and hold, in perpetuity, 

on its own uniquely and quintessentially secure and impregnable physical device and in equally secure and impregnable 

“cloud” data havens that are distributed worldwide and protected from abuse or illicit intervention by means of a truly 

inspired technology that comes also as a Gift to People who believe in Life, Love, and Ordinary Simple Human Happiness.

OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS PROJECT is specifically inspired, designed, engineered and implemented to provide the in 

perpetuity the stable, reliable and sustainable Network – directly employing the technologies embodied in the KOIN – 

Knowledge Object Intelligence Network – for the enhancement of safety, security and peace of mind for People.  For children 

and parents. For People.

Originally the koin of Gabriel was simpler in purpose and function, and the emphasis was upon personal and family data 

records including archival information of generations and generations, coupled with the data of Today, the Living, the owner-

user who is having the experiences of a Lifetime, and being able to safely store and manage and share and trade and even 

barter among friends and acquaintances with his or her “Experiences”.

All this and more remains still within and very much a part of the koin of Gabriel.  None of that “good stuff” disappears.

Only now, we who have formed and taken upon ourselves the Personal Responsibility of OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS, the 

Project, the Programme, in Perpetuity – we now put a stronger and more immediate emphasis upon 

Using Every Ounce and Every Shekel and Every Drop of Our Intelligence and Wherewithal as Men and women of Business, 

Commerce, Science, Technology, Art and Philosophy, to serve the CRITICAL NEED

to make BETTER USE OF OUR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

for not merely “fun and games and making quick cash”

but for Sustaining Our Most Important Wealth and the Only Resources We Have that Really Matter

OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS

With the koin of Gabriel (and what comes with it) it is much easier, faster, and more reliable a way for a person to put out, 

almost without doing anything, the message, the call for help, an alert, a warning, and an emergency message indeed.  With 

the koin it is much easier and faster for parents, for authorities, for any and all security forces in any nation, to respond, 

faster, and, quite essentially, to have an enormous amount of accurate real-time present-moment information in order to 

respond better, to find more quickly.  It is the ultimate in today's possible materials and technologies to offer for the fastest 

response to Who-Where-When-How-What, and that means all the senses, all the data types that are physically obtainable 

and reliably so.  Moreover, with the koins we also make it known to any perpetrator, any evil-doer, any evil-thinker, that 

there will be no hiding, no escaping, no getting away with crimes of abuse, violence, and murder – Never.
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This is not only possible and feasible today, but it is actually rather straightforward and simple, and it has already been “done 

already yesterday” - but only not in the format and style in which we are now presenting and actually Giving It Away to YOU.  

The technical details?  All are quite available to (as we like to say) the proper and appropriate audiences.  This began years 

ago, it gestated, it grew, it found reception and it found rejection and lack of understanding as well, as with almost every new

thing.  And in this process it matured and changed in order to make use of what the world offers and is so readily available 

today.  We simply make use of the air and the space and the technology that is everywhere now.  But we do so discretely, in 

the background, and with tremendous security.  That comes from the experience of needing to live and work quietly...

What this really means is that a lot of people who are Parents and Children and who have Persons whom they Love. We only 

hide what we possess as special secrets from the eye and minds of evil people.

We just happened to spend a lot of time thinking hard about How to Do It Better for the Good of Everyone.

Presently we are organizing YOU, as Critical, important, Prominent, Visible Persons,

to be our special

Supporters, Sponsors, Sustainers

Enablers, Friends, Team-Members, Collaborators

YOU are the ones by whose hands and arms and shoulders

this seemingly small, innocuous, almost-invisible and almost-free

Best Possible Business Project for OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS

can successfully deliver what we few have now embarked upon doing, and for which we have boldly professed and pledged 

our abilities, resources, strengths and welfares to the completion of the Work. 

Sincerely,

Mar'tan

(Dr. Martin Dudziak)

martinjd@tetradyn.com    Skype:martindudziak  +1 (202) 415-7295 

Ecoaduna Foundation  http://ecoaduna.org 

TetraDyn Ltd.  http://tetradyn.com 

KOIN Ltd.  http://koin.tdyn.org 
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